TEENS

Teens emerged from Boise in late 2010. Practicing in a portioned off
underground Cold War era bomb shelter outside of town, the band
developed a sound that recalls mid-60's psychedelic garage rock
reminiscent of The 13th Floor Elevators or The Animals, while expanding
on the current popular wave of fuzzy, garage and low-fi sounds with their
own unique interpretation.
Teens was recorded with a severe lack of professional equipment, in the
same underground hole mentioned above. Only two microphones,
severely cramped confines, archaic tracking devices, and a 'first-take-is
usually-the-best-take' approach, all combine to give the album an
effervescent charm that would be unrealized in more posh circumstances.
Teens is rapidly developing a reputation in Boise for their live shows. If you
ask one of the band members, they'll try being humble about it and say
something like, "we just go out there and play." As one band member
described the motive, "a type of reaction against being bored and having
to go to work or school everyday. It's an outlet or type of negative relief. A
release."
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Songs
White Devils
Die With You
O Lay

01:49
01:54
01:30

TEENS
MTV Hive: TEENS
http://read.mtvhive.com/2011/04/04/song-teens-o-lay/
Formed in Boise, Idaho at the tail end of 2010, Teens hone in on that great '66
sound, a time when the Animals and 13th Floor Elevators wrote surf-guitar
rock in quick punches that were heavy with radio-friendly hooks.

I Guess I'm Floating: [MP3] Teens: “O’Lay”
http://www.iguessimfloating.net/2011/03/mp3-teens-olay.html
"Just got this killer garage punk throwback in the inbox. Teens, a group of
dudes from Boise, ID, got together last year to record their self-titled debut EP
"with two microphones in a cold war era bomb shelter." Fans of The Animals
and Operation Ivy will dig this shit hard."

FRESH FEATURE - TEENS
http://audiomilk.com/daily-servings/mp3-teens-olay
"Boise's Teens originated last year, perfecting their mid-60's psychedelic
garage jams in an underground Cold War era bomb shelter outside of town.
The four dudes live in the DIY mode, from recording their debut album in that
same cramped basement with two microphones to crafting their own
cassettes. The end result: a pure lo-fi sound that captures their rambunctious
live show to a T."
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Garage Rock, Psychedelic
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teensbooking@gmail.com
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independent

